
Seastream Angler 120 Pedal Drive Fishing 
Kayak Terra Camo

Seastream Kayaks

Product number: SEA-ANG120PD-TC

Huge, top equipped fishing kayak with Rapid Drive.

Weight: 54 kg
2.199,00 € * 2.199,00 €

Introducing the all new Seastream Angler 120 PD, featuring the Rapid Pedal Drive system!
The Angler 120 PD was designed for the dedicated kayak angler who's not only looking for the most in 
angler ready features, comfort, convenience and stability but also the option to put down their paddle for a 
true hands-free experience. This kayak was specially designed to accommodate the Rapid Pedal Drive, 
featuring the smooth steer system, combined with the oversized Beaver Tail rudder for the ultimate 
propulsion experience.

Made for Fishing - the Angler 120 PD's name speaks for itself, offering a variety of angler-ready features 
including the UNI-Track accessory system, flush mounted rod holders, rod tip protection for horizontal rod 
storage, oversized tank well area and the ability to stand with confidence when casting or reeling one in. 
However, comfort is king and that's how you'll feel on the EZ Rider multi-position wide seat - perfect for 
those long days on the water. If kayak fishing is one of your most valued passions, and you want to get there 
fast and fish longer, the Angler 120 is the kayak that will meet your needs.

Specs:

Length: 12' 3" (3.75 m)
Width: 35" (0.89 m)
Weight: 97 lbs (44.0 kg) without pedal drive
Drive Weight: 22 lbs (10.0 kg)
Capacity: 400 lbs (181.0 kg)

Features:

Sit-On-Top



Stable Pontoon Style Design
Integrated Rapid Pedal Drive
Smooth Steer System w/ Beaver Tail Rudder
EZ Rider Multi-Position
Reinforced Standing Platform
2x Flush Mounted Rod Holders with Rod Leashes
Open Bow Storage Area w/ Bungee System
Feelfree Gear UNI-Track Accessory Rails
Rod Tip Protectors
Oversized Stern Tankwell with Integrated Bungee System
Molded In Carry Handles
Integrated Keel Guard
Dual Paddle Keepers
Drain Plug
Scupper Holes
Durable Polyethylene

* incl. tax, plus shipping

https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Shipping-and-Charges/?force_sid=9320f335f3f114b59012dc718c77b310

